NFL Draft Preview 2016
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The nfl's new sibling rivalry
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Path to the Draft:
2016 Runs Deep Across the Board
Solid. In simplistic terms that is the best way to describe the 2016 NFL Draft. This year’s
class is rich with talent, depth, and NFL bloodlines. It’s a numbers game this year in
both the amount of prospects with current of former siblings in the NFL and the
unprecedented depth at the defensive tackle position. Nearly ten defensive tackle
prospects have first round grades, meaning there’s tremendous talent to be had in
rounds two, three and beyond. The cornerback class is also deep this year. Counting
Florida State’s Jalen Ramsey, as many as six could be chosen in round one. There are,
however, some weak positions. The Tight End class is as weak as we can remember,
and this year’s QB class is nothing to write home about. The thing that perhaps makes
this year’s draft different than others is the range of projections on the prospects. A
large number of players across the board have wider grades than usual, projected to go
somewhere between rounds one and three or four to seven. Lots of surprises await both
GM’s and fans in the 2016 NFL Draft!
QB: As it seems to be every year, two QB’s sit at the top of the class. This year
it’s North Dakota State’s Carson Wentz and Cal’s Jared Goff. After that the talent
drops significantly with question marks about consistency (Penn State’s
Christian Hackenberg), experience (Ohio State’s Cardale Jones), and size
(Oregon’s Vernon Adams). There are a number of NFL-caliber prospects in this
class that just need a few years of seasoning and good coaching.
WR: This group is a drop from last year’s deep bunch, but there’s still a lot to
like. TCU’s Josh Doctson, Baylor’s Corey Coleman and Mississippi’s Laquon
Wentz: Small
Treadwell head up a diverse class. Teams that miss out on the top three don’t
School Stud
need to look far for help, as Oklahoma’s Sterling Shepard, Ohio State’s
Michael Thomas, Notre Dame’s Will Fuller and South Carolina’s Pharoh Cooper should
all come into the league ready to contribute immediately. Keep an eye on some midround sleepers that include Florida’s Demarcus Robinson and Clemson’s Charone
Peake.
DT: As deep a group as we can remember. This class has it all with stout run defenders
like Alabama’s Jarran Reed and A’Shawn Robinson, Baylor’s Andrew Billings and
Louisiana’s Vernon Butler, pass rushers like Mississippi’s Robert Nkemdiche and
Louisville’s Sheldon Rankins, and balanced big men like UCLA’s Kenny Clark and Penn
State’s Austin Johnson. You’ll likely see potential starters lasting all the way to day three
of the draft.

Ramsey:
Head of the
Class

CB: To counteract last year’s rich group of receivers, the NCAA offers up
a number of first round talents in this year’s class. Florida State’s
versatile Jalen Ramsey stands alone at the top, in discussion as the
potential top player in the draft. After Ramsy, there is a logjam of talent
that includes Clemson’s Mackensie Alexander, Florida’s Vernon
Hargreaves III, and Ohio State’s Eli Apple. The next tier is a raw but
talented bunch that includes Miami’s Artie Burns and Houston’s William
Jackson III.
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Cover Story:
The NFL’s Family Affair
We put a lot of stock into pedigree. Through the years there have been
some prolific NFL family bloodlines such as the Mannings (Archie,
Peyton, Eli) and the Matthews (Clay Sr., Clay Jr., Clay III, Bruce, Kevin,
Casey, Jake and now Mike). This year there seems to be an uptick in
players with an NFL lineage, most of which include siblings already
playing in the NFL. These new additions make for new, intriguing rivalries
in the game: the sibling rivalry.
Kendall Fuller, Virginia Tech Cornerback, brother of Lions WR Corey
Fuller and Bears CB Kyle Fuller. All three brothers followed in older
brother Vincent Fuller’s footsteps, who played safety for seven years in
the NFL. Kendall is coming off a torn meniscus and should be a round 2
selection with a high ceiling.

Fuller: One of the
Fabulous Fuller
Boys

Nick Martin, Notre Dame Center, brother of Cowboys offensive lineman
Zack Martin. Nick won’t be drafted as high as his brother, who went in the Nassib: Looking
first round of the 2014 draft, but will likely be a 2nd round pick and should
to Sack his
have a long career as a starting Guard or Center.
Brother
Carl Nassib, Penn State Defensive End, brother of Giants QB Ryan
Nassib. Carl has great size and might be undervalued heading into a
draft that has some flashier prospects. The Nassibs also have a younger
brother, John, a 6’7” DE at Deleware, so keep an eye on the family.
Nate Sudfeld, Indiana Quarterback, brother of Jets TE Zach Sudfeld.
Sudfeld has the classic pocket passer size at 6’6” and seemed to put it all
together during his senior season. Projects as a mid-round project that
could develop in a backup role, much like his brother.
Stephen Rivers, Northwestern State (La.) Quarterback, brother of
Chargers QB Philip Rivers. Lost in the shuffle at LSU and Vanderbilt,
Rivers eventually got some playing time at FCS school Northwestern
State and shined at the NFLPA Collegiate Bowl all-star game.
Glenn Gronkowski, Kansas State Fullback/Tight End, brother of Patriots
TE Rob Gronkowski. Why settle for one “Gronk” in the NFL when you
could have two? “Baby Gronk” isn’t nearly the athlete Rob is but has the
work ethic and want-to that should see him stick with an NFL club in a
multi-purpose offense and special teams role. Older brothers Chris and
Dan also played in the NFL.

Rivers: Late
Bloomer?

Derek Watt, Wisconsin Fullback, brother of Texans DE J.J. Watt. Derek
didn’t get an invite to the combine, playing a position valued less and less
in the NFL. His path to the pros is more of an uphill battle that may go the
college free agent rout rather than being a draft selection.

Gronkowski: Are
We Ready for
More Gronk?

Mike Matthews, Texas A&M Center, brother of Falcons OT Jake
Matthews. Also the son of Hall of Famer Bruce Matthews, Mike will have
bulk up and fight to make an NFL roster, but never count a Matthews out.
Nick Vigil, Utah State LB, brother of Dolphins LB Zach Vigil
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Kenny Iloka, TCU S, brother of Bengals S George Iloka

Welcome to the Discount Rack

Miss out on your favorite prospect? Have no fear, there are
some late-round knock-offs that may be right for you!
Looking at the NFL prospect discount rack is really a self-serving exercise. Each year I
fall in love with a small group of players, smitten by their collegiate play. Whatever you
want to call them – “draft crushes” or “infatuations” – I always end up heartbroken when
other teams select my players. This is where the discount rack comes into play. If you
look hard enough you can usually find a similar but less heralded player later in the
draft, giving you a knock-off version of your favorite players. Here are some of this
year’s top “knock-offs.”
If you love Jalen Ramsey, you’ll like: Sean Davis, CB/S, Maryland

Davis: Versatile defender can play both corner and safety

If you love Corey Coleman, you’ll like: Byron Marshall, WR, Oregon
Small but speedy playmaker in the same mold as Coleman

If you love Leonard Floyd, you’ll like: De’Vondre Campbell, LB, Minnesota
May not have the same physical tools, but always around the ball

If you love Josh Doctson, you’ll like: Geronimo Allison, WR, Illinois
Allison: Made plays at East-West and Senior Bowl all-star games

If you love Ezekiel Elliot, you’ll like: Keith Marshall, RB, Georgia
Injuries derailed a promising college career, best football may be in front of him
4

Much Like Woody Allen
in Sleeper, the Future
is now for these Late
Round Finds

Demarcus Robinson, WR, Florida: Robinson has had his fair share of trouble
at Florida, suspended a total of four times. Nevertheless Robinson is an
explosive playmaker in the Antonio Brown mold that could become a talent at
the next level if he can put his troubles behind him.
Victor Ochi, DE/OLB Stony Brook: “Tweener” vying to become the first player
ever drafted from Stony Brook. Ochi’s numbers at the DE position are fantastic
– 24 sacks and 29 tackles for loss since 2014. Projects as a pass-rushing
specialist in the NFL.

Robinson

Cyrus Jones, CB, Alabama: Lacks ideal size for a corner but has solid
cover skills and adds value as a dynamic kick returner. Should be a
decent nickel corner.

Ochi

Aaron Green, RB, TCU: Shifty speedster improved each year, capping
off his career with 1,272 yards and 11 TD’s as a senior. Might not have
the size at 200 lb. to carry a full work load, but could be a dynamic part of
a split backfield.

Deon Bush, S, Miami: Versatile safety with speed to play the deep ball and enough
pop to play in the box, Bush had a disappointing senior season leaving scouts
questioning his NFL-readiness. Those with patience could see a big payoff from Bush
and his athletic talents.
Joe Haeg, OT, North Dakota State: Leader of an offensive line coming off its
fifth consecutive FCS National Championship. Haeg has the smarts and
technical skills to succeed at the next level, but needs to bulk up a bit. A nice
draft-and-stash player that should be a quality starter in a year or two.
Kolby Listenbee, WR, TCU: Josh Doctson might get all the press out of TCU
but Listenbee shouldn’t be overlooked. Speedster can run by defenses,
providing a legitimate deep threat at the very least. Ran a limited route tree and
has a small frame but has a good feel for the position and should eventually
become more than a one-trick pony.

Haeg

Marshaun Coprich, RB, Illinois State: Reminiscent of Maurice Jones Drew, MVC
Offensive Player of the Year racked up 4,474 total yards and 51 TD’s since 2014.
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2016 Mock Draft
This will probably be outdated
by the time we go to print!

1. Los Angeles Rams
Jared Goff, QB, California: The Rams are remaining mum on the player
they’re selecting, but you can bet it’s a QB, and word on the street is they
prefer Goff over Wentz.
2. Philadelphia Eagles
Carson Wentz, QB, North Dakota State: It’s widely known that new Head
Coach Doug Pederson prefers Wentz to Goff, so the move up to #2 confirms
what we’re thinking, that Goff goes first, followed by Wentz.
3. San Diego Chargers
Laremy Tunsil, OT, Mississippi: Tunsil is an upgrade over what SD currently
has at OT and is arguably the best talent on the entire board. Great value at 3.
4. Dallas Cowboys
Joey Bosa, DE, Ohio State: The Cowboys pass rush is a mess with
suspensions to both Demarcus Lawrence and Randy Gregory. Bosa is a day
one starter and immediate upgrade at the position.
5. Jacksonville Jaguars
Myles Jack, LB, UCLA: Defensive-minded Gus Bradley adds the most dynamic
defensive player in the draft in Mack.
6. Baltimore Ravens
Jalen Ramsey, CB, Florida State: The Ravens get an absolute gift here at 6,
adding the top DB to a secondary desperate for help.
7. San Francisco 49ers
Ronnie Stanley, OT, Notre Dame: San Fran has a number of options here, with
DeForest Buckner being the other logical choice, but improving the run game
is paramount and Stanley offers an immediate upgrade.
8. Cleveland Browns
Ezekiel Elliot, RB, Ohio State: Pop quiz: Name the Cleveland Browns starting
RB. Better yet, can you name the last time a Browns RB ran for 1,000 yards?
For all the QB woes, Cleveland’s luck at RB has been just as bad. Elliot can
reverse that bad luck. Pop quiz answers: Isaiah Crowell is the starting RB, and
Peyton Hillis ran for 1,177 in 2010, the last to top the thousand-yard mark.
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Mock Draft Cont.
9. Tampa Bay Buccaneers
Vernon Hargreaves III, CB, Florida: Hargreaves pairs nicely with free agent
addition Brent Grimes to rebuild the Bucs secondary.
10. New York Giants
DeForest Buckner, DE/DT, Oregon: Despite their big free agent additions,
Giants go back to their previous Super Bowl-winning formula by building from
the defensive line out.
11. Chicago Bears
Leonard Floyd, OLB, Georgia: Bears need an edge rusher, and Floyd fits the
bill here. Shaq Lawson could be the choice here too, though he’s more of a 4-3
end.
12. New Orleans Saints
Sheldon Rankins, DT, Louisville: The Saints signed DT Nick Fairley as a oneyear stopgap but Rankins offers a more long term solution.
13. Miami Dolphins
William Jackson III, CB, Houston: New Defensive Coordinator Vance Joseph
likes aggressive DB’s and Jackson is certainly a match there. Reminds us of
Adam Jones, who Joseph coached in Cincinnati.
14. Oakland Raiders
Reggie Ragland, ILB, Alabama: The Raiders are building quite a defense by
the bay but lack an inside presence. Ragland becomes the day 1 starter at
inside linebacker.
15. Tennessee Titans
Taylor Decker, OT, Ohio State: The Titans move down and get their OT after
all. Decker has the athleticism the Titans like in an aggressive offensive
scheme.
16. Detroit Lions
Jack Conklin, OT, Michigan State: The Lions stick with the home state
prospect to improve a lackluster run game, a must-have with the retirement of
Calvin Johnson.
17. Atlanta Falcons
Darron Lee, LB, Ohio State: Lee has been linked to the Falcons for months
and improves a very weak LB group.
18. Indianapolis Colts
Noah Spence, DE/OLB, Eastern Kentucky: If the Colts are willing to take a
chance here they can add a dynamic pass rusher, something severely lacking
in their defense.
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Mock Draft Cont.
19. Buffalo Bills
Robert Nkemdichi, DT, Mississippi: Rex Ryan is certainly one to roll the dice
and does so on the risky but talented playmaker Nkemdichi.
20. New York Jets
Kevin Dodd, DE, Clemson: The Jets are having trouble re-signing Pro Bowl
defensive end Muhammad Wilkerson and Dodd provides some insurance.
.
21. Washington Redskins
Jarran Reed, DT, Alabama: Washington had the 4th worst run defense in the
league last year and the versatile Reed is a step in the right direction to fix it.
22. Houston Texans
Josh Doctson, WR, TCU: The Texans have a burgeoning star in DeAndre
Hopkins, and the Doctson pick is as much about his development as it is about
adding a dynamic rookie. Speedy WR will demand attention opposite Hopkins.
23. Minnesota Vikings
Mackensie Alexander, CB, Clemson: Wide Receiver seems to be the chic pick
here but the Vikings win on running the ball and defense. Alexander gives
Head Coach Mike Zimmer a top cover corner from this year’ class.
24. Cincinnati Bengals
Shaq Lawson, DE, Clemson: Bengals lack depth at the DE position and like a
solid rotation at the position. Great value in the mid-20s.
25. Pittsburgh Steelers
Eli Apple, CB, Ohio State: Steelers secondary is in shambles and in typical
Steelers luck Apple falls right into their lap like low hanging fruit.
26. Seattle Seahawks
Jason Spriggs, OT, Indiana: Every team could potentially look at trading back
as Paxton Lynch talks heat up around this point. The Seahawks could do that
and still grab an O-lineman, but if they stay put, Spriggs is likely the pick.
27. Green Bay Packers
Andrew Billings, DT, Baylor: Packers man in the middle, B.J. Raji, is gone and
Billings would fit right in as a younger and perhaps more talented replacement.
28. Kansas City Chiefs
Artie Burns, CB, Miami: With the offense now set, Andy Reid & Co. turn their
attention to defense, selecting the talented yet raw corner.
29. Arizona Cardinals
Ryan Kelly, Alabama: Cardinals fit a major need and get good value at the
bottom of round one.
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Mock Draft Cont.
30. Carolina Panthers
Karl Joseph, S, West Virginia: With Josh Norman gone the secondary needs
even more attention, and Joseph matches the physical makeup of the
Panthers defense while adding help in pass coverage.
31. Denver Broncos
Paxton Lynch, QB, Memphis: Things we know: Denver needs a QB. Things we
don’t know: Does John Elway fancy Lynch? If so he might have to trade up to
get him, as someone else will likely leapfrog the final pick to get him.
*New England forfeited their first round pick for their role in the “deflategate”
scandal.

THE
RATINGS
Quarterback: Intriguing talents at the top but the drop-off after that is significant.
Who We Love: Paxton Lynch

Confident and brash QB out to prove he’s better than Wentz and Goff.
1. Carson Wentz, North Dakota State: If Aaron Rodgers and Blake Bortles had a love
child, it would look like Carson Wentz. Has everything you want in a QB: Accuracy,
strong arm, prototype size and surprising athleticism. Adjustment from small school
competition is the only knock on this talented QB.
NFL Equal: Andrew Luck, Indianapolis
9

2. Jared Goff, California: We’ve got a classic Aaron Rodgers vs. Alex Smith debate in
comparing Wentz and Goff. Wentz is the superior athlete but Goff is more proven and
appears more pro-ready. Both should become solid pros, so beauty is in the eye of the
beholder here.
NFL Equal: Matt Ryan, Atlanta

3. Paxton Lynch, Memphis: Lynch is the wildcard of the group, the undisputed #3
behind Wentz and Goff but ahead of the rest of the pack. Has the same physical tools
as Wentz but more of a project with only one truly dominant season in college.
4. Connor Cook, Michigan State: Fair comparisons to former Spartans QB Kirk
Cousins. Got the job done as a three-year starter with a 34-4 record. More of a game
manager than game changer, Cook could succeed in the right system.
5. Christian Hackenberg, Penn State: The enigma of this group, excelled in his first
year starting in 2013, but everything went downhill after Head Coach Bill O’Brien left for
the NFL. A porous offensive line and weak supporting cast led to a two-year fall from
grace, leaving scouts left wondering if Hackenberg can be salvaged. The tools are
there.
6. Dak Prescott, Mississippi State: Mobile quarterback who has worked hard over the
past two years to become a solid pocket passer. With the right coaching, Prescott could
develop into a multi-threat QB in the mold of Russell Wilson or Tyrod Taylor. Coaches
laud his work ethic and community service.
7. Cardale Jones, Ohio State: What are you going to get, the poised QB that led Ohio
State to a National Championship in 2014 or a Jamarcus Russell clone? After the
Cinderella story title run, Jones couldn’t hang on to the starting job in 2015. Has the arm
but not the accuracy or ability to read complex defenses at this point.
8. Jeff Driskel, Louisiana Tech: Former Florida starter suffered through some lean
years in Gainesville before finding success with the Bulldogs. The 6’4” Conference USA
Newcomer of the Year award-winner’s production finally matched his physical prowess
in 2015 with 4,033 yards passing and 27 TD’s. A long-term project.
9. Cody Kessler, USC: How many of these guys have we seen? You could throw Matt
Barkley or Mark Sanchez back in at USC and hardly tell the difference. A bit undersized
at only 6’1” but incredibly robotic in going through progressions to find the open man.
Should serve as a serviceable backup and spot starter in the NFL.
10. Jacoby Brissett, North Carolina State: A less-refined Brett Hundley, Brissett
struggles with accuracy and too often gives into the notion to run away from pressure.
Needs to be paired with the right coach in a zone-read system.
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Running Back: A little of everything with some intriguing mid-round prospects.
Who We Love: Aaron Green, TCU

Speedster with a smooth running style, makes streaking by defenders look easy.
1. Ezekiel Elliot, Ohio State: Dynamic, game-changing back had back-to-back 1,800+
rushing seasons, 4,125 total yards and 41 TD’s and a National Championship in the
past two years. Top-ten talent that would go higher if the RB position was more en
vogue in the NFL.
NFL Equal: Todd Gurley, Los Angeles
2. Devontae Booker, Utah: Workhorse rushed for 2,773 yards in two seasons, and that
includes a 2015 season shortened by a torn meniscus. Age (will be 24 as a rookie) and
workload is a concern, but Booker appears to be the real deal.
NFL Equal: Matt Forte, New York Jets
3. Derrick Henry, Alabama: Big bruiser in the Eddie Lacy mold. Had a breakout junior
season, leading Alabama to a National Championship with 2,219 rushing yards and 28
TD’s. Henry might not be a fit for every team, but could make a big impact in the right
system.
4. C.J. Prosise, Notre Dame: Intriguing blend of size and speed, Prosise is a converted
safety still learning the position, offering the potential of a high yet unknown ceiling.
Flashed the goods in 2015, his only real action at the position, rushing for 1,032 yards
at 6.6 yards a carry. Offers good hands out of the backfield as well.
5. Kenneth Dixon, Louisiana Tech: Ideal size for an every-down back, racked up more
than 1,000 total yards in four consecutive seasons. Nose for the end zone with 87
career TD’s. Jack of all trades, master of known type of player may never reach elite
level.
6. Paul Perkins, UCLA: Similar player to Dixon, led the Pac 12 in rushing as a
sophomore with 1,575 yards, with an encore of 1,343 (6.0 ypc in those seasons
combined). Good one-cut runner with great field vision.
7. Alex Collins, Arkansas: Explosive and powerful runner, runs through tackles with
short choppy steps. Upright running style led to 16 career fumbles, a quick way to find
the bench in the NFL.
8. Jonathan Williams, Arkansas: Poised for a big senior season until a broken foot
ended 2015 before it began. Surprising agile for a 225 pounder, Williams doesn’t offer
much as a receiver but can be a grinder on early downs and short yardage situations.
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9. Keith Marshall, Georgia: We’re ranking Marshall this high on potential alone, as he
never got the chance to shine in college due to numerous injuries. Marshall was the
Bulldog’s Newcomer of the Year as a freshman in 2012 (while starring alongside Todd
Gurley), but two season-ending injuries derailed a promising collegiate career. Fastest
player at the NFL Combine with a 4.31 40-yard dash.
10. Aaron Green, TCU: Small, shifty back is dangerous in space. Does the most that
he can with his 200 lbs. but is probably best suited as a change-of-pace back or speed
option of a combo backfield.

Wide Receiver: Third consecutive year of a deep class as the college and pro
games remain a pass-first game.
Who We Love: Pharoh Cooper, South Carolina

Catches like a receiver, runs like a RB, and can throw too with 4 career TD’s.
1. Laquon Treadwell, Ole Miss: Though he doesn’t have the timed speed of some of
the other top prospects, more and more data is proving that 40 times do not measure
the success of an NFL receiver. Treadwell can lineup anywhere on the field, led the
SEC in receiving in 2015, and overcame the adversity of a serious lower leg injury in
2014. Big, quality #1 target for NFL QB’s.
NFL Equal: Dez Bryant, Dallas
2. Corey Coleman, Baylor: Dynamic playmaker operated out of Baylor’s spread
offense, which hasn’t always translated to the NFL, but Coleman is a special talent.
Though he needs some polish in his route running, he’s further along than his Big 12
counterpart Josh Doctson. Productive junior year with 74 receptions for 1,363 yards and
20 TD’s. Other knock on Coleman is size at 5’10” - not the ideal height for the modern
receiver.
NFL Equal: T.Y. Hilton, Indianapolis
3. Josh Doctson, TCU: Another big-time playmaker from one of the Big 12’s vaunted
spread offenses, Docton’s stats are very similar to Coleman. Doctson is taller at 6’2” but
wiry at just 195 lbs. Needs work on his route running and hesitates when coming across
the middle. Doctson ideal speed receiver complement that could develop into a true #1.
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4. Michael Thomas, Ohio State: Thomas doesn’t have the gaudy numbers the other
top receivers have, but part of that is having so many other weapons around him at
Ohio State. Ideal size at 6’3” 210 lbs. with great hands and good routes and body
control. Good bloodlines as the nephew of Keyshawn Johnson. Style reminiscent of
current Eagles WR Jordan Matthews.
5. Sterling Shepard, Oklahoma: Similar in size to Coleman and while he doesn’t have
the same speed, Shepard is a much more savvy route runner and a knack for
separating from defenders. Will excel in the slot but can also play outside.
6. Pharoh Cooper, South Carolina: The “Swiss Army knife” of this class, Cooper can
do a little of everything – run/throw/catch – and he’s an explosive playmaker to boot.
Not necessarily a #1 receiver, but should instantly become a fan-favorite with his
versatility and flare for the big play.
7. Tyler Boyd, Pittsburgh: Pitt’s all-time leading receiver, Boyd persevered despite a
rotation of quarterbacks all three seasons. Big receiver at 6’2” 200 lbs. and good speed
and hands, Boyd showed off a new dimension of his game in 2015 with 40 rushes for
349 yards to go along with his 91 receptions.
8. Will Fuller, Notre Dame: The most explosive receiver in this class, but is he more
than a one-trick pony deep threat? Floor is probably Ted Ginn 2.0 with room to grown
into a more polished receiver with time and coaching.
9. Rashard Higgins, Colorado State: “Hollywood” Higgins exploded in 2014, leading
the nation with 96 receptions for 1,750 yards and 17 TD’s with Garrett Grayson at QB.
Good height but a bit lanky, Higgins is a good route runner and better improviser,
adjusting well to defenses allowing his QB to make additional plays.
10. Demarcus Robinson, Florida: Terribly talented on the field, always in terrible
trouble off it. Fast, agile and sure-handed, this boom or bust prospect was suspended
four times in college, but if he can get his act together he has #1 receiver talent.

Best of the Rest
The Next Best

The Sleepers

Leonte Carroo, Rutgers

Kolby Listenbee, TCU

Braxton Miller, OSU

Devin Lucien, Arizona State

Roger Lewis, Bowling Green

Charone Peake, Clemson

Kenny Lawler, California

Paul McRoberts, SE Missouri St.
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Tight End: We like to call this less-than-impressive class the “depth builder.”
Who We Love: Bryce Williams, East Carolina

Plays like a wide receiver which is impressive with his 6’6” 260 lbs. size.
1. Hunter Henry, Arkansas: John Mackey Award-winner as best TE in college football,
Henry has the size (6’5” 253 lbs.) and stats (2nd in yards per game with 56.8) to back it
up. Henry, however, is the best of an underwhelming crop of TE’s and would likely be
listed lower in past classes. Would like more than 3 TD’s out of your 6’5” TE.
NFL Equal: Kyle Rudolph, Minnesota
2. Austin Hooper, Stanford: Stanford is officially “Tight End U” with six TE’s/H-Backs
currently in the NFL. Hooper doesn’t have ideal size or speed but is a consistent pass
catcher who played in a pro system. Racked up 74 receptions in his two seasons with
the Cardinal. Pop quiz: Can you name the six TE’s/H-Backs in the league? Answer after
the rest of the TE ratings.
NFL Equal: Benjamin Watson, Baltimore
3. Nick Vannett, Ohio State: Nearly a clone of his predecessor, also last year’s #3
rated TE Jeff Heuerman. Good blocker and offers enough athleticism to keep defenses
honest, though he was never featured as a receiving threat at Ohio State.
4. Bryce Williams, East Carolina: Steady Eddie presence in the middle of the field.
Not a burner but offers a safety net with his 6’6” 260 lbs. frame and great hands, as his
58 receptions in his senior season reflect.
5. Tyler Higbee, Western Kentucky: Converted wide receiver still growing into the
position, but began to blossom in his senior season with 38 receptions for 563 yards
and 8 TD’s. Could put more weight on his 6’5” 235 lbs. frame to become more wellrounded at the position.
6. Jerell Adams, South Carolina: Developing prospect who improved every year,
finishing second in receiving during a down year for the Gamecocks in 2015. Will be
drafted on potential and needs to improve in all areas to become an every-down player.
7. Henry Krieger Coble, Iowa: Made the most of his one year as a starter with 35
receptions for 405 yards, though only 1 TD. An ideal #2 TE who can block and offer a
bit as a receiver.
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8. Ben Braunecker, Harvard: In a weak class Braunecker offers a nice mid-round
potential steal. Highly regarded player was named a team captain, All-Ivy League and
First Team AP All American in 2015. Big play production with 850 yards receiving on 48
catches, an impressive 17.7 yards per catch, along with 8 TD’s. Big jump in competition
and needs work as a blocker.
9. David Morgan II, University of Texas-San Antonio: What’s with this class and
names like Krieger Coble, Braunecker and Morgan II? And top prospects coming from
odd places like Western Kentucky, Harvard and now…the UTSA Roadrunners? Morgan
II is a versatile player who can line up all over the field as a TE or H-Back.
10. Jake McGee, Florida: Back-to-back seasons with 40+ receptions is impressive,
though the 9.2 yards per reception and 6 total TD’s during those two seasons not so
much. Will make the occasional flashy play but won’t hold up as a true #1 TE. Older
player will be 25 when the season starts.
Pop quiz answer, six Stanford TE’s/H-Backs currently in the NFL:
Jim Dray (Buffalo), Zach Ertz (Philadelphia), Coby Fleener (New Orleans), Alex Smith
(FA, Washington in 2015), Levine Toilolo (Atlanta), and Ryan Hewitt (Cincinnati)
Offensive Tackle

Offensive Guard

Spriggs

Whitehair
1. Cody Whitehair, Kansas State
2. Vadal Alexander, LSU
3. Landon Turner, North Carolina
4. Joshua Garnett, Stanford
5. Spencer Drango, Baylor
6. Sebastian Tretola, Arkansas
7. Conner McGovern, Missouri
8. Joe Dahl, Washington State
9. Denver Kirkland, Arkansas
10. Ted Karras, Illinois

1. Laremy Tunsil, Ole Miss
2. Ronnie Stanley, Notre Dame
3. Taylor Decker, Ohio State
4. Jack Conklin, Michigan State
5. Jason Spriggs, Indiana
6. Germain Ifedi, Texas A&M
7. Shon Coleman, Auburn
8. Joe Haeg, North Dakota St.
9. Jerald Hawkins, LSU
10. John Theus, Georgia
Center

1. Ryan Kelly, Alabama
2. Nick Martin, Notre Dame
3. Jack Allen, Michigan State
4. Graham Glasgow, Michigan
5. Max Tuerk, USC
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Defensive End: Deep class with some quality rotational players deep into the
middle rounds.
Who We Love: Shaq Lawson

It was fun to watch Lawson toss around opposing left tackles.
1. Shaq Lawson, Clemson: This may be a surprise ranking, but we see a more
complete overall player in Lawson over Bosa. Dominated opposing left tackles all
season long in his coming out party known as 2015. More solid against the run and still
developing as a pass-rusher, though for what it’s worth his 4.70 40 time at the combine
easily topped Bosa’s 4.86.
NFL Equal: Carlos Dunlap, Cincinnati
2. Joey Bosa, Ohio State: Great blend of speed and power, but not necessarily a lock
as the top DE. Saw a dip in production in 2015 (from 13.5 sacks to just 5) despite the
all-star talent around him at OSU and flashes immaturity at times. Suspended for the
first game of the 2015 season for “violating team rules” and ejected early on in the 2016
Fiesta Bowl for targeting. Comparisons are being made to J.J. Watt, we just don’t see it.
NFL Equal: Chandler Jones, Arizona
3. DeForest Buckner, Oregon: Buckner could join Lawson and Bosa as 1A, 1B and 1C
at the top of this class, it’s that close. Best suited as a 3-4 DE and can kick inside to DT
at times as well. Steadily improved at Oregon each year and finished senior season with
10.5 sacks.
4. Kevin Dodd, Clemson: Unique player where the lights all came on at the same time,
resulting in a monster year in 2015, his only season as a starter. But what a season:
23.5 tackles for loss and 12 sacks. Had the benefit of playing opposite Shaq Lawson
and you have to question if Dodd is a one-year wonder. Medium risk, high reward.
5. Emmanuel Ogbah, Oklahoma State: Big 12’s Defensive Player of the Year led the
conference in sacks with 12.5 and tackles for loss with 16.5. Ogbah is a good
combination of size and speed, though he occasionally disappears from games.
6. Jonathan Bullard, Florida: Stout and powerful run defender at 6’3” 285 lbs., Bullard
racked up a surprising 6.5 sacks his senior season. Can play every position on the line
and known for his blue collar work ethic.
7. Carl Nassib, Penn State: Scrappy player was a walk-on at Penn State and ended up
leading the FBS in sacks in 2015 with 15.5. Not the most athletic or powerful so he’ll
have to continue to scrap in the NFL.
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8. Bronson Kaufusi, BYU: Came out of nowhere his senior season to log 18.5 sacks
and 19 tackles for loss after putting up only 6 sacks his first three seasons. Undersized
and will struggle against bigger lineman in run defense.
9. Charles Tapper, Oklahoma: Good speed for carrying 275 lbs. and is scheme
versatile. Needs to play with a bit more consistency but finished career Sooners career
strong with 10 tackles for loss, 7 sacks and 4 forced fumbles.
10. Jihad Ward, Illinois: Junior College transfer only played the position for two years
at a major level, so he’s still developing as a talent. Fantastic size at 6’5” 295 lbs., may
move inside to DT but had an impressive week at the Senior Bowl at right defensive
end.
Hybrid/Edge: Courtesy of Draft IQ partner Tyler Poe, this year we’ve added the
defensive category “Hybrid/Edge.” Some are DE’s and others OLB’s but they are
all primarily used to rush the passer or disrupt the play off the edge.
Who We Love: Kamalei Correa

Correa is the most athletic in a group of mostly “one trick pony” pass rushers.
1. Noah Spence, Eastern Kentucky: Spence’s troubles are well-documented. Spent
three years at Ohio State before drug issues sent him packing. Settled at Eastern
Kentucky and set about restoring his image, and has done so for the most part.
Explosive and natural pass-rusher that offers little in the way of coverage.
NFL Equal: Whitney Mercilus, Houston
2. Shilique Calhoun, Michigan State: Questionable size at only 250 lbs. but collegiate
production is too good to overlook. Big Ten’s Defensive Lineman of the Year in 2014
improved his stats across the board in 2015 with 15 tackles for loss and 10.5 sacks.
NFL Equal: Ryan Kerrigan, Washington
3. Kamalei Correa, Boise State: Pass rush specialist with 19 sacks in past two
seasons, doesn’t have a lot of experience dropping into coverage but is a better athlete
than other hybrids to handle the adjustment.
4. Leonard Floyd, Georgia: A good athlete built for the 3-4 OLB position, but may be a
tad thin for the NFL. Doesn’t have the eye-popping stats you’d like to see in a rush LB
when it comes to tackles for loss and sacks. Floyd is a bit of a boom or bust prospect.
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5. Jordan Jenkins, Georgia: Former DE dropped 20 lbs. to play the linebacker position
after Jarvis Jones left for the NFL. Will struggle fitting into any scheme as he doesn’t
have the coverage skills to play 3-4 OLB or the size to play 4-3 DE. May need to put
some of that weight back on to produce in the pros.
6. Shawn Oakman, Baylor: An April arrest for sexual assault will take Oakman off
many draft boards. There were already questions about the consistency and production
from a physical specimen like Oakman at 6’7” 270 lbs. Will likely fall to the late rounds, if
he’s drafted at all.
7. James Cowser, Southern Utah: Relentless pass rusher, tallied 42.5 sacks in his
four-year career including a career-high 13 in 2015.
8. Matt Judon, Grand Valley State: Led country in sacks with 20. Judon is a
tremendous athlete that was able to rely on natural speed to get around defenders at a
lesser level, so the jump might be a challenge. There’s a ton for coaches to work with
here so keep his name in the back of your mind on day three of the draft.
9. Victor Ochi, Stony Brook: Nice blend of power and speed, Ochi shined at the EastWest Shrine Game. Knack for getting the QB with 24 sacks his last two seasons.
10. Kyler Fackrell, Utah State: Long and lanky at 6’5” and 245 lbs., Fackrell looks a bit
awkward in his own skin. Will likely translate to an OLB but won’t offer much in pass
coverage.
Defensive Tackle: This class is epically deep, with starters possibly lasting into
the third round.
Who We Love: Javon Hargrave

Displayed pure dominance at the FCS level, anxious to see the encore.
1. Sheldon Rankins, Louisville: Best overall combination of stopping the run and
getting to the passer. Rankins stops the run by trade but has grown as a pass rusher,
and we expect that to continue in the pros.
NFL Equal: Kawann Short, Carolina
2. Jarran Reed, Alabama: Strong lane-clogging DT is also athletic enough to play DE
in a 3-4 defense. Tremendous hustle on the field. Doesn’t offer much in rushing the
passer.
NFL Equal: Marcell Dareus, Buffalo
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3. Robert Nkemdiche, Ole Miss: One of the great enigmas of this class, Nkemdichi’s
troubles are well documented. Understandable when you fall out of a 4th story hotel
room. On the field Nkemdichi has the talent to match up with anyone, but he doesn’t
endear himself to coaches and has a litany of off-field issues. It will take the right
coaching staff to get the most out of this talented but questionable prospect.
4. Andrew Billings, Baylor: Incredibly youngster turned 20 in March, stout and
powerful defender tallied 25.5 tackles for loss and 7.5 sacks in final two seasons.
Reminds us of a young B.J. Raji.
5. A’Shawn Robinson, Alabama: Incredibly strong 6’3” 312 lbs. run-stuffer in the whatyou-see is what-you-get mold. He’ll stuff the running lanes in the middle and free up
linebackers but don’t look for a highlight reel at the end of the season.
6. Vernon Butler, Louisiana Tech: Versatile defender played every position on the line
in college. Needs to clean up some technique issues to avoid getting pushed around in
the NFL. Appeared unblockable at times during Senior Bowl week.
7. Kenny Clark, UCLA: Spent his career with the Bruins cleaning up a lot of trash in the
trenches so others around him could shine. Racked up an impressive 75 tackles in 2015
and like Billings he’s only 20 years old.
8. Austin Johnson, Penn State: Similar player to Kenny Clark, great run defender with
a nose for the ball. One of the bigger in this class at 325 lbs. and a good motor to go
along with the size.
9. Sheldon Day, Notre Dame: Team leader and two-time captain at Notre Dame, an
impressive skin to have on the wall. Steadily improved all four years and capped off
senior year with 15.5 tackles for loss and 4 sacks. If that improvement continues Day
could be a day 2 or 3 steal.
10. Javon Hargrave, South Carolina State: Quick off the ball and equally talented
against the pass and the rush. Put up ridiculous numbers at S.C. State: 63 tackles for
loss and 37 sacks in four seasons. As always, the jump from FCS to the NFL is a
concern, but Hargrave will eventually adjust and it would not be a shock if he ends up
the best in this talented class.
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Linebacker: Medical question marks taint an otherwise average group.
Who We Love: Myles Jack

One of the most talented and exciting players to watch in college
football over the past few seasons.
1. Myles Jack, UCLA (ILB/OLB): Jaylon Smith’s injury allowed Jack to move to the top
of the rankings, but there’s a small risk here as well. Tore his meniscus in September
and didn’t play the rest of the season. Teams can’t seem to reach a consensus on how
his rehab has gone so he might fall out of the top 5, but probably not the top 10. One of
the most athletic LB’s to come out of college football in years.
NFL Equal: Bobby Wagner, Seattle
2. Darron Lee, Ohio State (OLB): Converted safety is still growing into the position.
Rangy and athletic, excels in coverage, might need to put a bit more weight on to avoid
getting washed out of running plays.
NFL Equal: Ryan Shazier, Pittsburgh
3. Jaylon Smith, Notre Dame (OLB): Smith would have been the unquestionable
number one ranked LB and possibly top player taken in the draft if it weren’t for a
devastating knee injury in the Fiesta Bowl. Suffered torn ACL, MCL and nerve damage,
making it nearly impossible to project what type of pro he’ll be after recovering. It’s
already known he won’t play in 2016, the only question is how high will he be taken as a
lottery ticket? We think 3rd round. A positive note as we head to press less than a week
before the draft - Smith’s surgeon David Cooper told USA Today that Smith’s knee
should become strong and stable if he takes a year off in 2016 and the nerve damage
could also fully heal.
4. Su’a Cravens, USC (OLB): Strong shades of Thomas Davis in Cravens, who could
project as a safety or outside linebacker in the pros. Might look more like a safety but
plays better near the line of scrimmage, making him a natural OLB. Playmaker might
lack a natural position but is a valuable every-down linebacker.
5. Reggie Ragland, Alabama (ILB): Any team looking to improve its run defense would
be well-served drafting Ragland. Surefire two-down LB is a bit of a liability in coverage
due to lack of elite athleticism but great instincts and high football IQ.
6. Deion Jones (OLB): Came out of nowhere in 2015 to lead the Tigers in tackles
(100), including 13.5 for a loss and was named Defensive MVP of the season. Only 220
lbs. but flies all over the field as a true sideline-to-sideline tackler.
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7. Joshua Perry, Ohio State (OLB): One of the lesser-known Buckeyes despite
leading the 2014 championship defense in tackles (124) and followed that up with
another 100+ tackle season in 2015. Plug-and-play linebacker, shows up and does
what’s expected. Perry won’t become a superstar but will likely be a fan favorite and
solid piece of whatever defense he plays on, regardless of scheme.
8. Kentrell Brothers, Missouri (ILB): Teams missing out on Ragland will be pleased
with the next best thing in Brothers. 274 tackles led all of college football over past two
seasons. Like Ragland he’s not the most athletic but plays faster on the field due to
good instincts.
9. Eric Striker, Oklahoma (OLB): Set several team records at Oklahoma in an edge
rushing role but projects to more of an OLB in the pros at just 5’11” 230 lbs. Striker
could be a day 2 or 3 steal if he develops coverage skills that match his blitzing ability.
10. Dominique Alexander, Oklahoma (ILB): Inside version of Darron Lee, not your
prototypical inside linebacker but his stats prove he can do the job with 290 tackles in
three seasons. A move to OLB isn’t out of the question once he gets to the pros.
Cornerback: Not an impressive class but a few potential All-Pro stars to be had in
days one and two.
Who We Love: Eli Apple

Shows up, shuts his man down, and goes home. Just what we like in our corners.
1. Jalen Ramsey, Florida State: Versatile player projects as top safety or corner in this
draft. Played both at a high level at FSU and with the NFL putting more value on hybrid
players, Ramsey’s versatility makes him even more of a weapon. 79 tackles as a
sophomore safety, 10 passes defended as a junior cornerback. Should be a top-5 pick.
NFL Equal: Tyrann Mathieu, Arizona
2. Vernon Hargreaves III, Florida: Three seasons at Florida, three-time All-SEC
selection, 38 passes defended and 10 INT’s. The only thing Hargreaves lacks is a bit
more size at 5’11”.
NFL Equal: Joe Haden, Cleveland
3. Eli Apple, Ohio State: It was hard to watch tape on Apple because it was hard to
find - he didn’t get a lot of balls thrown his way, indicative of his tremendous cover skills.
Young player, entering draft after sophomore season. Big and physical, can hold up fine
against larger receivers in the NFL at 6’1” 200 lbs. Potential is there to become a shutdown corner.
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4. Mackensie Alexander, Clemson: Supremely confident player and one of the top
man coverage corners available. Alexander did not give up a TD while in man coverage
in 2015. Small amount of concern with size at only 5’10” considering he’ll often face
opposing #1 receivers well in the six-foot range. No INT’s in two seasons though the
ball was rarely thrown his way.
5. William Jackson III, Houston: Physical corner has great blend of size (6’1”), speed
and physicality. Solid in coverage and good ball skills with 5 INT’s as a senior, Jackson
is a bit physical which may draw more penalties at the next level.
6. Artie Burns, Miami (FL): Burns is a work in progress, but his journey to the NFL
began earlier than expected due to the loss of his mother last year. Leaving for the NFL
now because he’s raising his two younger brothers along with a son. Track standout
has all the speed in the world, still developing cover skills but there’s enough to work
with to get him drafted on day 2, maybe even sneaking into the 1st round. Good ball
skills, 6 INT’s in 2015.
7. Kendall Fuller, Virginia Tech: Three-year starter with amazing pedigree, he’s the
fourth Fuller brother entering the NFL along with Kyle (Bears), Corey (Lions) and former
pro Vincent. Lacks the ideal speed for a shutdown corner but offers intangibles
everywhere else. Coming off torn meniscus, so there is a slight medical risk in drafting
Fuller high.
8. Xavien Howard, Baylor: Has the makeup of a solid #2 corner with upside. 6’1” 200
lbs. with good ball skills (10 INT’s in career), a bit physical for his own good that might
get the flags thrown more often than not at the next level.
9. Harlan Miller, Southeastern La.: The Javon Hargrave of the CB class, Miller
dominated at the FCS level, named All-Conference three consecutive years. Pulled
down 11 INT’s in those three seasons. The questions include his size at just 180 lbs.,
long speed, and the jump from FCS to the NFL.
10. Will Redmond, Mississippi State: Finally put it all together as a starter in 2015,
flashing solid man-to-man coverage skills until a torn ACL ended his season in October.
He likely needed some time to adjust to the pros anyway so a team taking Redmond
might have to wait a little longer. If he returns to form he should be a solid #2 CB.
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Safety: A deep and diverse class with a lot to like, especially in rounds 2-4.
Who We Love: Miles Killebrew

Small school stud can lay the wood and patrol center field in coverage.
1. Karl Joseph, West Virginia: Four-year starter, racked up an astounding 104 tackles
as a freshman and never looked back. Was enjoying a strong senior season, including 5
INT’s in just 4 games, when he tore his ACL. Strong ball skills matched by his ability to
make the big hit, despite his sub-200 lbs. frame. A bit of a medical risk but the best allaround safety in this class.
NFL Equal: Harrison Smith, Minnesota
2. Vonn Bell, Ohio State: Classic rangy coverage safety and not an intimidating run
defender. Tremendous sophomore campaign with 92 tackles and 6 INT’s in 2014. Solidyet-not-spectacular, type of player you can plug into your defense and forget about.
NFL Equal: Devin McCourty, New England
3. Darian Thompson, Boise State: Like Joseph, Thompson offers the complete
package and gives Joseph a run for his money for safety with best ball skills (19 INT’s in
4 years). The difference is Thompson takes too many risks to get his turnovers and is
prone to give up the big play. Can clean this up with coaching to become one of the top
safeties to come out of this class.
4. Jeremy Cash, Duke: A bit of an enigma as Cash plays as an in-the-box safety
despite his slight frame at 6’1” 210 lbs. Good instincts as ACC’s Defensive Player of the
Year, racked up three consecutive 100+ tackle seasons. Will need to add a little bulk to
play to his strengths in the NFL.
5. Miles Killebrew, Southern Utah: Tackling machine, tallied 356 tackles in four
seasons, including 132 his senior year. Focuses on run defense, as tackle-to-INT ratio
indicates (just 3 career INT’s), but has the skillset to improve there. Needs to clean up
tackling technique and will see a sharp jump in competition, but Killebrew has the
potential to develop into an old-school total package safety ala Ronnie Lott or Steve
Atwater.
6. Sean Davis, Maryland: Valuable “tweener” can play safety or cornerback – and play
both well. Probably better suited at safety as he’s still learning the nuances of the CB
position. Big-time hitter, 2nd in FBS with 5 forced fumbles in 2015.
7. Keanu Neal, Florida: One of the biggest hitters in this class, tremendous near the
line of scrimmage. Still developing coverage skills but has the speed and athleticism to
mature in this area. Versatile player can play both free and strong safety.
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8. Jayron Kearse, Clemson: Great bloodlines, nephew of former NFL sackmaster
Jevon Kearse and cousin of former NFL cornerback Phillip Buchanon. Intimidating
presence on the field at 6’4” 220 lbs. but plays awkward at times, as if he’s still growing
into his frame. Big time hitter and tremendous speed, Kearse may be the next “freak” in
the Kearse family.
9. DeAndre Houston-Carson, William & Mary: Opposite of Sean Davis in that he
converted from cornerback from safety, but like Davis he made the transition
successfully, offering an NFL team a valuable, versatile weapon. Dominated FCS with
293 tackles and 10 INT’s in four seasons, including 109 at the safety position in 2015.
10. Jalen Mills, LSU: Projects as either a nickel CB or a safety in the NFL. Has some
off-field issues that might scare teams away (accused of hitting a woman). Too good an
athlete not to find a place for, especially looking at LSU’s history of DB’s in the pros.

FINAL THOUGHTS

Perhaps the most magical part about the NFL Draft is what it represents: the promise of
a new season for all 32 teams. On a personal level, preparation for the 2016 NFL draft
was particularly therapeutic. As a Bengals fan sitting in the stands for the dreadful
playoff loss vs. the Steelers, football was the last thing I wanted to think about in
January. The sinking feeling from the final 1:30 of that game lingered for weeks. But
then it was time to turn towards 2016 and the draft…and the healing began. With each
player scouted, the pain and suffering from that loss slowly dripped away until
eventually nothing was left but that glorious hope for the upcoming season. By the end
of the process I was renewed and rejuvenated, ready for what the draft offers – the
promise of a brand new season. Call it a Christmas (in April) miracle! Happy holidays
everyone!

-Travis Yates, April 2016
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